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Abstract

In recent years, the computation of marginals out of a factorization of val-
uations has been studied in detail. There are several algorithms solving this
task such that the domains of the intermediate results remain small. These
methods are essentially based on message passing schemes on join trees. Every
node’s label equals the domain of a factor or the domain of the combination of
several factors. However, we are usually forced to use covering join trees where
the domains of the factors are only supposed to be contained in the labels of
the nodes. A major drawback of the use of covering join trees is that we have
to ensure that all marginals to be computed are well defined. Until yet, this
problem was simplified by filling the nodes with neutral elements bearing the
desired, bigger domain. Although mathematical correct, this is not feasible for
practical purposes, since neutral elements tend to contain infinite elements. We
will see that such unfavorable extensions are not needed. Of particular interest
in this paper are the collect algorithm, the Shenoy-Shafer (Shenoy & Shafer,
1990), the Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988) and the
HUGIN (Jensen et al., 1990) architectures.
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1 Introduction 4

1 Introduction

Information processing concernes several di!erent fields, among which query answer-
ing plays an important role. There are generic computational architectures based on
message passing schemes on join trees fulfilling this elementary task. The particular
algebraic structure behind is provided by so-called valuation algebras (Shenoy &
Shafer, 1990; Kohlas, 2003), which we briefly introduce in section 2. In di!erence
to the definition in (Kohlas, 2003), we drop the neutrality axiom, but rather show
that an identity element can always be adjoined without impacting the algebraic
structure. The identity element will serve as placeholder whenever no information
is available at the moment.

In several valuation algebras there is a notion of division. Important examples
are probability (Kohlas, 2003; Shafer, 1996; Cowell et al., 1999) and Gaussian poten-
tials (Kohlas, 2003; Monney, 2000). Section 4 introduces first separative valuation
algebras which can be embedded into a union of groups "!. Every element in "!

has an inverse. The operators from the separative valuation algebra can be (at least
partially) transported to the elements of "! in a way such that the resulting system
is a valuation algebra again (Kohlas, 2003). Unfortunately, the marginal operator is
only partially defined. So the axiomatic framework of a valuation algebra has to be
adapted, see section 3. The embedding with this drawback can however be avoided
if the underlying valuation algebra is regular (Kohlas, 2003). This is explained in
the subsection 4.2.

Join trees are a fundamental framework in order to do local computation (Shenoy
& Shafer, 1990; Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988; Jensen et al., 1990; Yannakakis,
1981a; Kohlas, 2003). We relate in section 5 factorizations of valuations and join
trees. A special case is whenever the domains of the factors yield directly a join
tree. This is usually not the case and we examine in this context covering join trees,
that is, every domain of every factor is contained in at least one label of the tree.
The section introduces the needed notions in order to reformulate the computational
techniques for covering join trees too, but without filling them synthetically (Kohlas,
2003).

Section 6 finally discusses the collect algorithm, the Shenoy-Shafer (Shenoy &
Shafer, 1990), the Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988) and the
HUGIN (Jensen et al., 1990) architectures for covering join trees.
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2 Valuation Algebras

Valuation algebras represent the basic unifying structure behind the
inference mechanisms for many di!erent calculi of uncertainty or more
generally for many formalisms of treating knowledge or information.

(Kohlas, 2003)

Information or knowledge concernes generally a certain domain. It can be ag-
gregated with other pieces and focused to the part we are interested in. In order to
deal with it, a precise formalism is needed. We introduce in this section a system
of axioms over the operations of labeling for retrieving the domain, combination for
aggregation and marginalization for focusing of knowledge. The resulting algebraic
system is called a valuation algebra.

The concepts and ideas are mainly taken from (Kohlas, 2003).

2.1 The Framework

The basic elements of a valuation algebra are so-called valuations. Intuitively, a
valuation can be regarded as a representation of knowledge about the possible values
of a set of variables. It can be said that each valuation ! refers to a finite set of
variables d(!), called its domain. For an arbitrary set s of variables, "s denotes
the set of valuations ! with d(!) = s. With this notation, the set of all possible
valuations corresponding to a finite set of variables r can be defined as

" =
!

s"r

"s.

Let D be the lattice of subsets (the powerset) of r. For a single variable X, #X

denotes the set of all its possible values. We call #X the frame of the variable X.
In an analogous way, we define the frame of a non-empty variable set s " D by the
Cartesian product of frames #X of each variable X " s,

#s =
"

X#s

#X . (2.1)

The elements of #s are called configurations of s. The frame of the empty variable
set is defined by convention as #$ = {#}.

These rather basic definitions are su$cient to define a valuation algebra.

2.2 A Formal Definition

Let " be a set of valuations with their domains in D. We assume the following
operations defined on " and D:

1. Labeling: " $ D; ! %$ d(!),
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2. Combination: "& " $ "; (!,") %$ !' ",

3. Marginalization: "&D $ "; (!, x) %$ !%x, for x ( d(!).

These are the three basic operations of a valuation algebra. If we interpret valuations
as information (pieces), the labeling operation tells us its domain. Combination can
be understood as aggregation and marginalization as focusing or extraction of the
part we are interested in.

We impose now the following set of axioms on " and D:

(A1) Commutative Semigroup: " is associative and commutative under combina-
tion.

(A2) Labeling: For !, " " ",

d(!' ") = d(!) ) d("). (2.2)

(A3) Marginalization: For ! " ", x " D, x ( d(!),

d(!%x) = x. (2.3)

(A4) Transitivity: For ! " " and x ( y ( d(!),

(!%y)%x = !%x. (2.4)

(A5) Combination: For !, " " " with d(!) = x, d(") = y and z " D such that
x ( z ( x ) y,

(!' ")%z = !' "%z&y; (2.5)

(A6) Domain: For ! " " with d(!) = x,

!%x = !. (2.6)

The axioms require natural properties of a valuation algebra regarding knowl-
edge or information modelling. The first axiom indicates that " is a commutative
semigroup under combination. If information comes in pieces, the sequence does
not influence the overall knowledge. The labeling axiom tells us that the combina-
tion of valuations gives knowledge over the union of the domains involved. Neither
variables vanish, nor new appear. The marginalization axiom expresses the natural
functioning of focusing. Transitivity means that marginalization can be performed
in several steps. Explaining the naturalness of the combination axiom is a little bit
more di$cult. Assume we have some knowledge over a domain in order to answer
a question. It is interesting to see how the answer is a!ected if a new information
piece arrives. The new piece extends probably the initially given question, since
also new variables could come along. The combination axiom tells us that we either
combine the new piece to the already given knowledge and focus afterwards to the
(new) desired domain, or we cut first the uninteresting parts of the new information
out and combine it afterwards. There is no di!erence between the two approaches.
Finally, the domain axiom tells us that knowledge is not influenced by projecting it
to the own domain. Without this axiom, this is not always the case (Shafer, 1991).
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Definition 1 A system (", D) together with the operations of labeling, marginaliza-
tion and combination satisfying these axioms is called a valuation algebra.

The following lemma describes a few elementary properties derived directly from
this set of axioms:

Lemma 1 1. If !, " " " with d(!) = x and d(") = y, then

(!' ")%x&y = !%x&y ' "%x&y. (2.7)

2. If !, " " " with d(!) = x, d(") = y and z ( x, then

(!' ")%z = (!' "%x&y)%z. (2.8)

Proof.

1. By the transitivity and combination axioms

(!' ")%x&y = ((!' ")%x)%x&y

= (!' "%x&y)%x&y

= !%x&y ' "%x&y.

2. By the transitivity and combination axioms

(!' ")%z = ((!' ")%x)%z

= (!' "%x&y)%z.

*+

Among the definition of a valuation algebra given here, there are many variations
being either more or less restrictive. We give a brief overview over some important
ones, without going into the details.

• Valuation algebra with neutral elements: Every sub-semigroup "s has a neutral
element, i.e. for all s " D there is an element es " "s such that for all ! " "
with d(!) = s we get !' es = !. The combination axiom can be expressed in
this case as

(A5) Combination: For !, " " " with d(!) = x, d(") = y,

(!' ")%x = !' "%x&y,

but by using the neutral elements, it can be proved that the original combina-
tion axiom is a necessary and su$cient condition for this altered axiom. We
add further a neutrality axiom
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(A7) Neutrality: For x, y " D,

ex ' ey = ex'y.

• Valuation algebras with partial marginalization: Not all marginals of ! " " to
z ( d(!) have to be defined. This implies a reformulation of the marginaliza-
tion, the combination, the transitivity and the domain axioms. We treat these
particular valuation algebras in section 3.

• Separative & regular valuation algebras: In separative and regular valuation
algebras several conditions are required on (", D) such that every valuation ! "
" has a kind of inverse !(1. In the first, the newly required properties make
an embedding of (", D) into a valuation algebra ("!, D) with a well-defined
division operator possible. Unfortunately, the marginalization operation in
("!, D) is only partial. The latter requires stronger conditions, such that the
complicated embedding with the drawback of the partial marginals can be
avoided. We introduce these algebras in the section 4.

• Information algebras: An information algebra is a valuation algebra with neu-
tral elements and the following additional axioms

(A8) Idempotency: For all ! " " and x ( d(!),

!' !%x = !.

(A9) Stability: For all ! " " and x ( y,

e%xy = ex.

A valuation combined with a part of it gives nothing new. Actually, the same
information piece can be repeated as often we want without getting something
new. But this has very strong consequences and excludes many interesting
examples of valuation algebras. That is why these axioms are not contained
in the axiomatic system of valuation algebras and treated apart.

Some examples of valuation algebras can be found in the appendix A. A rich
collection provides (Kohlas, 2003) together with other variations of valuation alge-
bras.

2.3 Adjoining an Identity Element

The existence of neutral elements is not mandatory in a valuation algebra. For com-
putational purposes however, it is convenient to have at least one identity element.
It serves as placeholder whenever no valuation, i.e. knowledge, is available at the
moment. This subsection adjoins such an element if it is not already provided by
the valuation algebra under discussion.
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Let (", D) be an arbitrary valuation algebra according to the operations of la-
beling, combination and marginalization. We add a new valuation e to " and denote
the resulting system by ("), D). The operations are extended from " to ") in the
following way

1. Labeling: ") $ D; ! %$ d)(!),

• d)(!) = d(!), if ! " ";
• d)(e) = ,;

2. Combination: ") & ") $ "); (!,") %$ !') ",

• !') " = !' " if !," " ";
• !') e = e') ! = ! if ! " ";
• e') e = e;

3. Marginalization: ") &D $ "); (!, x) %$ !%
"x, for x ( d(!)

• !%
"x = !%x if ! " ";

• e%
"$ = e.

Lemma 2 ("), D) with the extended operations d), ') and -) is a valuation algebra.

Proof. We verify the axioms on ") and D. Note that they are fulfilled for the
elements in ".

1. Commutative Semigroup: Commutativity follows from the extension of the
combination operator. Associativity for !," " " by

!') (" ') e) = !') " = (!') ")') e
e') (" ') e) = " = (e') ")') e
e') (e') e) = e = (e') e)') e.

2. Labeling: For ! " "

d)(!') e) = d)(!) = d)(!) ) d)(e)
d)(e') e) = d)(e) = d)(e) ) d)(e) = ,.

3. Marginalization: For x " D and x ( d(e) it follows x = , and therefore by the
extensions of the labeling and the marginalization operators

d)(e%
"$) = d)(e) = ,.

4. Transitivity: x ( y ( d(e) implies x = y = , and by the extension of marginal-
ization

(e%
"$)%

"$ = e%
"$.
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5. Combination: For ! " " with d(!) = x, d(e) = y = , and z " D such that
x ( z ( x ) y it follows z = x and by the domain axiom in (", D)

(!') e)%"z = !%
"z = !%x = ! = !') e%"$ = !') e%"z&$.

On the other hand, let d(e) = x = ,, d(!) = y and z " D such that x ( z (
x ) y and it follows z . y = z. We get

(e') !)%
"z = !%

"z = e') !%"z = e') !%"z&y.

Finally

(e') e)%"$ = e = e') e%"$&$.

6. Domain: The extension of marginalization yields directly e%
"$ = e.

*+
We usually identify the operators in ("), D) like in (", D), i.e. d) by d, ') by '

and -) by - if they are not used to distinguish between the two algebras.

Lemma 3 The valuation e is uniquely determined in ("), D).

Proof. We know that e ' ! = ! for all ! " "). Suppose that there is another
valuation e) " ") with the same property, i.e. e) ' ! = ! for all ! " "). We get

e = e' e) = e).

*+
If such an identity element e does already exist in (", D), we do not need the

extension. This is for example the case if the valuation algebra provides neutral
elements.

Lemma 4 If (", D) is a valuation algebra with neutral elements, then there is a
valuation e$ " " having the same properties in (", D) as e in ("), D) .

Proof. Let e$ be the neutral element in "$. We verify the properties of e$. The
domain of e$ is d(e$) = ,. Further we get by the neutrality axiom and by commu-
tativity

! = !' es = !' es'$ = !' es ' e$ = !' e$ = e$ ' !.

The property e$ ' e$ = e$ follows by the definition of a neutral element, which
behaves neutral to itself. So the characteristics of e are fulfilled by e$ regarding
combination. Finally, marginalization comes from the domain axiom e%$$ = e$. *+

We conclude that there is also no need to do the extension in an information
algebra, since they provide neutral elements.

We have seen how an identity element can be introduced in a valuation algebra
in order to get a new valuation algebra ("), D). Note that if we impose additional
properties to the initially given valuation algebra (", D), they need to be proven
also for ("), D) like we did for information algebras. Or, we directly demand the
desired properties of ("), D).
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3 Valuation Algebras with Partial Marginalization

We introduce now valuation algebras with partial marginalization. The character-
istic is that not all marginals to subsets of the domain of a valuation have to be
defined. A reformulation of the marginalization, the combination, the transitivity
and the domain axiom is needed. The other axioms required for a valuation algebra
do not need marginalization and are left untouched.

Let " be a set of valuations over domains s ( r and D = P(r) be the powerset
of r. Suppose that there are four operations defined:

1. Labeling: " $ D; ! %$ d(!),

2. Combination: "& " $ "; (!,") %$ !' ",

3. Domain: " $ P(D); ! %$M(!),

4. Marginalization: "&D $ "; (!, x) %$ !%x defined for x "M(!).

The set M(!) therefore contains all domains x " D such that the marginal !%x is
defined relative to the valuation ! " ".

We impose now the following set of axioms on " and D:

(A1) Commutative Semigroup: " is associative and commutative under combina-
tion.

(A2) Labeling: For !, " " ",

d(!' ") = d(!) ) d("). (3.1)

(A3) Marginalization: For ! " " and x "M(!),

d(!%x) = x. (3.2)

(A4) Transitivity: If ! " " and x ( y ( d(!), then x "M(!) implies x "M(!%y)/
y "M(!) and

(!%y)%x = !%x.

(A5) Combination: If !," " " with d(!) = x, d(") = y and z " D such that
x ( z ( x ) y, then z . y "M(") implies z "M(!' ") and

(!' ")%z = !' "%z&y.

(A6) Domain: For ! " " with d(!) = x, we have x "M(!) and

!%x = !. (3.3)
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Definition 2 A system (", D) together with the operations of labeling, marginaliza-
tion, domain and combination satisfying these axioms is called a valuation algebra
with partial marginalization.

In a valuation algebra with partial marginalization the usual combination axiom
is weakened. The condition“(! ' ")%z exists” is only necessary, but not su$cient
for the existence of "%z&y.

We adjoin now an identity element e to the valuation algebra (", D) like we did
in the subsection 2.3 and get ("), D). For this purpose we also have to extend the
operators. The extensions of the labeling and the combination operations are similar
to the extensions made in the subsection 2.3, i.e.

1. Labeling: ") $ D; ! %$ d)(!),

• d)(!) = d(!), if ! " ";
• d)(e) = ,;

2. Combination: ") & ") $ "); (!,") %$ !') ",

• !') " = !' " if !," " ";
• !') e = e') ! = ! if ! " ";
• e') e = e.

The extended M) follows from M

3. Domain: ") $ P(D); ! %$M)(!),

M)(!) =
#

M(!), if ! " ";
{,}, if ! = e.

The marginalization operator changes to

4. Marginalization: ") &D $ "); (!, x) %$ !%
"x,

• !%
"x = !%x if ! " " and x "M(!);

• e%
"$ = e.

Lemma 5 ("), D) with the extended operations d), '), M) and -) is a valuation
algebra with partial marginalization.

Proof. We verify the axioms on ") and D. Note that they are fulfilled for the elements
in ". For the axioms “Commutative Semigroup”, “Labeling”, “Marginalization” and
“Domain”, the proof is exactly like in the proof of the lemma 2.

4. Transitivity: x ( y ( d(e) implies x = y = , and by the extension of marginal-
ization
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• , "M)(e), if, and only if, , "M)(e%"$) = M)(e);

•

(e%
"$)%

"$ = e%
"$.

5. Combination: For ! " " with d(!) = x, d(e) = y = , and z " D such that
x ( z ( x ) y it follows z = x. Then, z . y = x . , = , " M)(e) “implies”
x " M)(! ') e) = M)(!) by the domain axiom and by the domain axiom in
(", D) we get

(!') e)%"z = !%
"z = !%x = ! = !') e%"$ = !') e%"z&$.

On the other hand, let d(e) = x = ,, d(!) = y and z " D such that x (
z ( x ) y = y and it follows z . y = z. That means, z . y " M)(!) implies
z "M)(!') e) = M)(!) and we get

(e') !)%
"z = !%

"z = e') !%"z = e') !%"z&y.

Finally, , "M)(e) implies , "M)(e') e) = M)(e) and

(e') e)%"$ = e = e') e%"$&$.

*+

This concludes our overview of valuation algebras with partial marginalization.
They become important in the next section when certain valuation algebras are
embedded into valuation algebras which provide a division operator. The marginal-
ization operator is partial in the latter.
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4 Valuation Algebras with Division

In several valuation algebras there is a notion of division. Important examples are
probability and Gaussian potentials. Division is however not a necessary condition
required by the axioms of a valuation algebra.

This section overviews only the basics and omits an in-depth discussion. For
details, especially examples, we refer to (Lauritzen & Jensen, 1997; Kohlas, 2003).

4.1 Separative Valuation Algebras

The idea is to embed a valuation algebra into a union of groups. Remember that a
group contains an unique identity element and each of its elements has a well-defined
inverse. The definition below claims additional properties for a valuation algebra
which are su$cient for our purposes.

Definition 3 (Separative Valuation Algebras) A valuation algebra (", D) is
called separative, if

• there is a congruence # in (", D), such that for all ! " " and t ( d(!),

!%t ' ! 0 ! (mod #); (4.1)

• for all !,",") which are contained in the equivalence class [!]! of the congru-
ence # of ! and !' " = !' "), we have " = ").

It can be shown, that the equivalence classes [!]! are semigroups. So " decom-
poses into a family of disjoint semigroups

" =
!

"#!

[!]! .

Semigroups obeying the second property in the definition above are often called
cancellative.

It is known from semigroup theory, that every cancellative semigroup [!]! which
is also commutative can be embedded into a group #(!) of pairs (!,") of elements
of [!]! (Cli!ord & Preston, 1967; Croisot, 1953; Tamura & Kimura, 1954). The
group elements (!,") and (!),")) are identified if !'") = !)'". Multiplication is
defined by

(!,")' (!),")) = (!' !)," ' ")).

One can prove, that

"! =
!

"#!

#(!),
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together with the combination

(!,")' (!),")) = (!' !)," ' ")),

defined for the elements (!,"), (!),")) " "!, is a commutative semigroup and the
mapping from " into "!

! %$ (!' !,!)

is a semigroup embedding. We thereby identify usually ! " " with (!'!,!) in "!.

Every group #(!) has an identity element f!("). It belongs not necessarily to ",
but only to "!. We define a partial order between the semigroups [!]! . Since # is a
congruence, we may define

["]! ' [!]! = [!' "]! . (4.2)

We say that ["]! 1 [!]! , if

[" ' !]! = [!]! . (4.3)

This partial order can be extended to #(!) by defining

#(") 1 #(!) if ["]! 1 [!]! .

The following properties are proved in (Kohlas, 2003):

Lemma 6 1. If #(") 1 #(!), then !) ' f!(#) = !) for all !) " #(!).

2. #(!%t) 1 #(!) for all t ( d(!).

3. For all !," " " it holds that #(!) 1 #(!' ").

4. (!' ")(1 = !(1 ' "(1.

We show now that it is possible to extend (partially) the operations of labeling,
marginalization and combination from (", D) to ("!, D). The labeling operation d!

for elements in "! is defined for $ " "! by d!($) = d(") for some " " ", if $ " #(").
Since # is a congruence, d! does not depend on the representant " of the group
#("). So d! is well defined. Further, the label for an element ! " " is d!(!) = d(!).
That means d! is really an extension of d. Since $ and $(1 are contained in the
same group, we directly get

d!($) = d!($(1).

We have already seen how the combination is carried out among elements in "!:
The elements $1, $2 " "! are represented by pairs

$1 = (!1,"1); $2 = (!2,"2),

where !1,!2,"1,"2 " ". The combination '! among these elements is defined by

$1 '! $2 = (!1 ' !2,"1 ' "2). (4.4)
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The operator '! is well defined, since "! is a commutative semigroup and it extends
', since

!'! " = (!' !,!)'! (" ' ", ") = !' "

for !," " " which are identified by (!'!,!) " "! and ("'", ") " "! respectively.

Finally, we extend partially the marginal operator. Given an element $ " "!.
The marginal -! of $ to a domain s is defined by

$%!s = !%s '! "(1,

if there are !," " " with d(") ( s ( d(!) and#(") 1 #(!) such that

$ = !'! "(1.

Before the justification of this definition we continue with an interesting lemma.

Lemma 7 Let $ = (!,") be the pair representation of an element $ " "! with
!," " " and t = d!($).1 Then $ can be written as

$ = !'! "(1.

Proof. For a proof see (Kohlas, 2003). *+

So any element $ " "! can at least be projected to its own domain. Now, we
show that -! is well defined and an extension of - to the elements of "!. Take
two elements $1, $2 " "! with $1 = (!,"), $2 = (!),")) and ! ' ") = " ' !)

such that $1 = $2. Assume that both can both be projected to a domain s, i.e.
there are !1,!2,"1,"2 " ", #("1) 1 #(!1), #("2) 1 #(!2) and d("1) ( s ( d(!1),
d("2) ( s ( d(!2) such that

$1 = !1 '! "(1
1

$2 = !2 '! "(1
2

and hence !1 '! "(1
1 = !2 '! "(1

2 . Multiplying both sides with "1 ' "2 leads to,
using lemma 6,

!1 ' "2 = !2 ' "1. (4.5)

Using the combination axiom in (", D),

!%s1 ' "2 = (!1 ' "2)%s = (!2 ' "1)%s = !%s2 ' "1.

We show now that #("2) 1 #(!%s1 ) and #("1) 1 #(!%s2 ), such that, if we divide both
sides with "1 ' "2, we obtain

!%s1 '! "(1
1 = !%s2 '! "(1

2 .

1since ! is a congruence, this implies t = d(") = d(#)
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This means that $%!s1 = $%!s2 . By lemma 6 we obtain #(!1) = #(!1 ' "1) and thus

#(!1) = #(!1 '! "(1
1 ) = #(!2 '! "(1

2 ) = #(!2). (4.6)

Using the combination axiom in (", D) yields

#(!%s1 ) = #((!1 ' "1)%s) = #(!%s1 ' "1)

and therefore

#(!%s1 ) 2 #("1) and thus, see (4.6), #(!%s2 ) 2 #("1).

In the same way we see #(!%s1 ) 2 #("2). So marginalization is well defined.

Let us examine if -! is really an extension of -. Let ! " ". In the first step
we have to guarantee that !%!s is defined for all s ( d(!). The valuation ! can be
written as

! = (!' !%$)'! (!%$)(1.

Here we have, see lemma 6, #(!%$) 1 #(! ' !%$) and d(!%$) = , ( d(! ' !%$). So
the marginal -! of ! to any domain s ( d(! ' !%$) = d(!) is defined. Now, using
the combination axiom in (", D),

!%!s = (!' !%$)%s '! (!%$)(1

= (!%s ' !%$)'! (!%$)(1

= !%s.

Note that the extended domain operator M! is directly induced by the definition
of the new marginalization operator, i.e. for $ " "!

M!($) = {s : 3!," " " such that d(") ( s ( d(!) / $ = !'! "(1 / #(") 1 #(!)}.

Theorem 1 ("!, D) together with the operations of labeling d!, combination '!,
domain M! and marginalization -! is a valuation algebra with partial marginaliza-
tion.

Proof. We verify the axioms apart.

(A1) Commutative Semigroup: We stated already that "! with the operation '! is
a commutative semigroup.

(A2) Labeling: Consider two elements $1, $2 " "! with $1 " #(!) and $2 " #(")
for !," " ". It follows from the definition of the labeling operator that
d!($1) = d(!) and d!($2) = d("). We know from the equation (4.4) that
$1 '! $2 " #(! ' "). Indeed, $1 and $2 can be written as pairs of elements
of [!]! and ["]! respectively and therefore $1 '! $2 as pairs of elements of
[!]! ' ["]! = [!' "]! . Hence

d!($1 '! $2) = d(!' ") = d(!) ) d(") = d!($1) ) d!($2).
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(A3) Marginalization: If $ " "! can be marginalized to s we have

$%!s = !%s '! "(1

with d(") ( s. It follows from the labeling axiom

d!($%!s) = d!(!%s '! "(1) = d(!%s) ) d!("(1) = d(!%s) = s.

(A4) Transitivity: Let $ " "!, t ( s ( d($) such that t " M!($). $ can then be
written as

$ = !'! "(1

with !," " ", d(") ( t and #(") 1 #(!). Since d(") ( t ( s ( d(!) it follows
s "M!($). The projection of $ to the domain s yields

$%!s = !%s '! "(1.

From the lemma 6 we know, using the property #(") 1 #(!),

#(!) = #(!' ")

from which we deduce by the combination axiom in (", D)

#(!%s) = #((!' ")%s) = #(!%s ' ").

We conclude #(") 1 #(!%s). Since d(") ( t we have shown that t "M!($%!s).
By the transitivity axiom in (", D) we finally get

($%!s)%t = (!%s)%t '! "(1 = !%t '! "(1 = $%!t.

(A5) Combination: Let $1, $2 " "! with s = d($1), t = d($2) and s ( z ( s) t. We
begin to show that z . t " M!($2) implies z " M!($1 '! $2). Assume that
z . t "M!($2), i.e.

$2 = !2 '! "(1
2

with !2,"2 " ", d("2) ( z . t and #("2) 1 #(!2). By lemma 7, there are
!1,"1 " " with #(!1) = #("1) such that

$1 = !1 '! "(1
1 .

We then get

$1 '! $2 = (!1 ' !2)'! ("1 ' "2)(1

with d("1 ' "2) = d("1) ) d("2) ( z. Further

#(!1 ' !2) = #(!1 ' "1 ' !2 ' "2)

and it follows #("1 ' "2) 1 #(!1 ' !2). So z "M!($1 '! $2).
We finally get by the combination axiom in (", D)

$1 '! $%z&t
2 = (!1 ' !%z&t

2 )'! "(1
1 '! "(1

2

= (!1 ' !2)%z '! ("1 ' "2)(1

= ($1 ' $2)%!z.
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(A6) Domain: Let $ " "! with t = d!($). By the lemma 7, t " M!($), that is
$ = !'! "(1 with d(") ( t and #(") 1 #(!). By the domain axiom in (", D)
we get

$%!t = !%t '! "(1 = !'! "(1 = $.

*+

There are cases when we do not need to worry about the existence of the
marginals in the combination axiom.

Lemma 8 Let $ " "! and " " " with s = d!($) and t = d("). For every domain
z " D such that s ( z ( s ) t we have z "M($ ' ").

Proof. Since " can be projected to any domain contained in d("), especially to z. t,
it follows from the combination axiom that z "M($ ' "). *+

We continue to show that adjoining the identity element e as described in the
subsection 2.3 does not a!ect separativity. We extend the congruence relation # in
(", D) to a congruence relation #) in ("), D). We say that ! 0 " (mod #)) if either

• !," " " and ! 0 " (mod #) or

• ! = " = e.

Lemma 9 #) is a congruence in the valuation algebra ("), D).

Proof. For !," " " this property is induced by #. By the definition of #), it is not
possible that ! 0 e (mod #)) or e 0 ! (mod #)) if ! 4= e. In order to prove that
#) is an equivalence relation, it is therefore su$cient to check reflexivity of e. But
e 0 e (mod #)) follows from the definition of #).

Let us proof that #) is a congruence.

1. e 0 e (mod #)) implies trivially d(e) = d(e).

2. e 0 e (mod #)) implies e%$ 0 e%$ (mod #)), since e = e%$.

3. e 0 e (mod #)) and ! 0 " (mod #)) imply !' e 0 " ' e (mod #)), since
!' e = ! and " ' e = ".

*+

The equivalence class [e]!" consists of the single element e.

Lemma 10 If (", D) is a separative valuation algebra according to the congruence
#, then so is ("), D) according to #) and the extended operators d), -) and ').
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Proof. We have seen in the lemma 2 that ("), D) is a valuation algebra with the
operators d), -) and '). Further, lemma 9 shows that #) is a congruence in ("), D). It
remains to shown that #) obeys the properties required for separativity, see definition
3. For ! " " and t ( d(!) the congruence # induces !%t ' ! 0 ! (mod #)). For e
we get the desired result from e%$ ' e = e and reflexivity of #),

e%$ ' e 0 e (mod #)).

Cancellativity is again induced for the elements in " by #. Since [e]!" consists of
the single element e, cancellativity of [e]!" is trivial. *+

It remains to show that in this case, the induced ("!, D) by ("), D) provides an
identity element too.

Lemma 11 Let ("), D) be a separative valuation algebra with an unique identity
element e. Then, there is also an identity element e! in the valuation algebra ("!, D)
induced by ("), D).

Proof. Let e! = (e' e, e) = (e, e). We verify the properties imposed on e!. We have
for $ = (!,") " "! with !," " "

d!(e!) = d(e) = ,;
$ '! e! = (!,")'! (e, e) = (!' e," ' e) = (!,") = $;

e! '! e! = (e, e)'! (e, e) = (e' e, e' e) = (e, e) = e!

and by the domain axiom (e!)%!$ = e!. *+

This completes our short overview of separative valuation algebras. For simplic-
ity, we usually identify the operators in ("!, D) like in (", D), i.e. d! by d, '! by
' and -! by - if they are not used to distinguish between the two cases. The next
subsection covers a special case making it easier to handle with marginalization.

4.2 Regular Valuation Algebras

In this subsection we introduce a special case of a separative valuation algebra. We
require more structure such that a specific congruence relation exists which induces
directly groups and not, as before, semigroups. This makes life much easier, since
we can avoid the embedding. Also we avoid the need for partial marginalization.
Nevertheless, the approach is less general.

Definition 4 (Regularity)

• An element ! " " is called regular, if there exists for all t ( d(!) an element
% " " with d(%) = t, such that

! = !%t ' %' !.
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• A valuation algebra (", D) is called regular, if all its elements are regular.

The Green relation between valuations is defined by

! 0 " (mod #) if !' " = " ' ".

It is a congruence relation in a regular algebra (Kohlas, 2003). ! ' " denotes the
set of valuations {! ' $ : $ " "}, the principal ideal generated by !. There exists
for all ! " " a unique idempotent f " " with ! ' " = f ' ". An element is
called idempotent if f ' f = f . One can show, that the equivalence classes [!]! are
directly groups, which are clearly cancellative, since the binary operation in a group
is assumed having a unique result, and that the Green relation satisfies (4.1). A
regular valuation algebra is therefore also a separative one. The main di!erence is
given by the fact, that marginalization is no more partial.

Note that idempotent valuation algebras are regular too. Since all elements
are idempotent, every group [!]! consists of the single element !, which is its own
inverse.

Again the identity element e can be adjoined.

Lemma 12 If (", D) is a regular valuation algebra, then so is ("), D) with the
extended operators d), -) and ').

Proof. Lemma 2 shows that ("), D) is a valuation algebra with the operators d), -)
and '). All elements in " are regular. And so is e, since e = e%$'%' e with % = e.

*+

This concludes our introduction to valuation algebras. The next sections overview
how marginals can be computed if a valuation factors into a combination of valua-
tions. This task is sometimes referred to as projection (Kohlas, 2004) or inference
problem (Haenni, 2004).
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5 Join Trees & Factorizations

This section introduces join trees and shows how they relate to a factorization of a
valuation. A factorization can be interpreted as information aggregation. It repre-
sents the aggregated knowledge consisting of several pieces of information. The join
tree regroups the information pieces such that computing marginals of the initially
given knowledge, that is query answering, becomes more tractable.

A tree is a special case of an undirected graph.

Definition 5 An undirected graph G = (V,E) is given by

• a set V of vertices;

• a set E of edges consisting of pairs of vertices.

A path is a sequence of consecutive edges in a graph. A graph is connected, if there
is a path from any point to any other point in the graph.

Without loss of generality, we identify vertices throughout this paper by numbers,
i.e. V is a finite subset of N.

Example 1: The (disconnected) graph with vertices V = {1, 2, 3, 4} and edges

E = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1), (4, 4)}

is depicted in the figure 5.1. 5

1 2

34

Figure 5.1: The graph of the example 1 with vertices V = {1, 2, 3, 4} and edges
E = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1), (4, 4)}.

Definition 6 A tree is a connected undirected graph G = (V,E) with the property
that whenever an edge from G is removed, then it is not connected anymore.

If G is a tree, the vertices are often called nodes.

Example 2: The graph in the example 1 is not a tree, since it is not connected.
We could e.g. add the edge (4, 1) to E and remove the edges (4, 4), (2, 3) to get a
tree, see figure 5.2 5

We continue by giving every node a label. Let D = P(r) be the powerset of a
set of variables r.
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1 2

34

Figure 5.2: The simple tree of the example 2.

Definition 7 A labeled tree (V,E, &, D) is a tree (V,E) together with a mapping

& : V $ D.

In the same way we could define labeled graphs.

Example 3: Assume the tree (V,E) in the figure 5.2 together with the labeling
function based upon the powerset D of the set of variables r = {A,B, C}

&(1) = {A}, &(2) = {A,B}, &(3) = {A,C}, &(4) = {B}.

The labeled tree (V,E, &, D) is sketched in the figure 5.3 5

1 2

34

{A} {A, B}

{A, C}
{B}

Figure 5.3: A labeled version of the tree in the figure 5.2.

The mapping & assigns to every node a label consisting of a set of variables. It
induces special cases, among which the following is interesting for our purposes.

Definition 8 A labeled tree (V,E, &, D) satisfies the running intersection property,
if

• for any pair of nodes i, j " V ;

• for any variable X " &(i) . &(j),

it follows that X " &(k) for all nodes k on the path between i and j.

The running intersection property is also sometimes called Markov or join tree
property. The latter gives the labeled trees satisfying this property the name.
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Definition 9 A join tree (or Markov tree) is a labeled tree (V,E, &, D) which sat-
isfies the running intersection property.

Example 4: The labeled tree depicted in the figure 5.3 is not a join tree, since the
variable B, which is contained in the labels of the nodes 2 and 4, is not contained in
the label of the node 1 lying on the direct path beween them. If we change however
&(1) from {A} to {A,B}, we get a join tree, see figure 5.4. 5

{A, B}

{A, C}{B}

{A, B}
1 2

3
4

Figure 5.4: The join tree of the example 4.

We normally draw join trees with their labels annotated in the nodes, like we
did already in the figure 5.4.

Definition 10 A join tree (V,E, &, D) is said to cover the domains s1, s2, . . . , sm "
D, if there is for every si a node j with si ( &(j).

Example 5: The join tree in the figure 5.4 covers e.g. the domains {A},{C},{A,C}, . . .
but not {B,C}. 5

Let ("), D) be any valuation algebra with identity element e. We stated already
that our knowledge ! " " consists of the aggregation of certain information pieces

! = !1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !m,

where every !i belongs to ". In other words, ! factorizes into the !i or ! is a
factorization/combination of valuations.

Definition 11 A join tree (V,E, &, D) is a covering join tree for

! = !1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !m

if it covers the domains si = d(!i) " D for 1 1 i 1 m.

Every factor of ! is covered by a label of a node. We go a step further by
assigning every factor !i to a node j which covers its domain.

Definition 12 Let JT = (V,E, &, D) be a covering join tree for the factorization
! = !1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !m. A function

a : {1, 2, . . . ,m}$ V

is called an assignment mapping for ! regarding V , if for every i " {1, 2, . . . ,m} we
have d(!i) ( &(a(i)).
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Example 6: We take again the join tree depicted in figure 5.4 and let

! = !1 ' !2 ' !3 ' !4

with d(!1) = d(!2) = {A,C}, d(!3) = {A}, d(!4) = {B}. A possible assignment
mapping is a(1) = a(2) = 3, a(3) = 2 and a(4) = 4, see figure 5.5. 5

{A, B}

{A, C}{B}

{A, B}
1 2

3
4

!4
!1,!2

!3

Figure 5.5: Possible assignments of valuations with domains d(!1) = d(!2) =
{A,C}, d(!3) = {A}, d(!4) = {B}.

Surjectivity of an assignment mapping can always be achieved by adjoining a
su$cient number of neutral elements e to the factorization of !.

Lemma 13 Let a) be an assignment mapping regarding V which is not surjective for
the factorization ! given above with m factors. There exists a surjective assignment
mapping a : {1, 2, . . . ,m + k}$ V for a factorization of the form

! = !1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !m ' em+1 ' em+2 ' · · ·' em+k

with ei = e for all i, m + 1 1 i 1 m + k.

Proof. Let V )) be the subset of nodes in V given by

V )) =
!

i#V :!j with a"(j) = i

i

of cardinality k = |V ))| and a)) : {m + 1,m + 2, . . . ,m + k} $ V )) be a surjective
assignment mapping for e = em+1' em+2' · · ·' em+k with ei = e for all i, m+1 1
i 1 m + k. Such a surjective mapping a)) does clearly exist, since d(e) = , and the
number of the factors equal the cardinality of the nodes in V )). The mappings a)

and a)) induce then a surjective assignment mapping a : {1, 2, . . . ,m + k} $ V for
the factorization

! = !1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !m ' em+1 ' em+2 ' · · ·' em+k

by

a(j) =
#

a)(j) if j " {1, . . . ,m},
a))(j) else.

*+

Less formally, we “put” on every node without assignment the valuation e. The
overall factorization does not change. It is worth noting that an assignment mapping
is usually not injective.
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Definition 13 Let a be a surjective assignment mapping for a factorization ! re-
garding the nodes V of a covering join tree JT = (V,E, &, D). The valuation as-
signed to the node i " V by a is defined by

"i =
$

j:a(j)=i

!j .

This definition induces a new factorization
%

i#V "i.

Lemma 14 The overall combination of the valuations assigned to the n = |V | nodes
in V equals !, i.e.

! = "1 ' "2 ' · · ·' "n =
$

i#V

"i.

Proof. Every valuation in the original factorization of ! is exactly on one node of
V . *+

Definition 14 Let a be a surjective assignment mapping for a factorization ! re-
garding the nodes of a covering join tree JT = (V,E, &, D). The domain of a node
i " V is defined by

'i = d("i),

if "i denotes the valuation assigned to the node i by a.

Note the di!erence between the label &(i) and the domain 'i of a node i " V .
The domain equals the domain of the combination of the valuations assigned to
a node. It represents the domain of the information piece lying on it. The label
represents the domain of the “biggest” information piece which would fit into the
node under discussion. A direct consequence is that the first is included in the latter,
'i ( &(i).

Example 7: Continuing example 6. In order to make a surjective, we assign "1 = e
to the node 1. The valuation assigned to the node 2 is "2 = !3, the one to the node
3 is "3 = !1 ' !2 and "4 = !4 to the node 4. We therefore get '1 = ,, '2 = {A},
'3 = {A,C} and '4 = {B}. 5
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6 Local Computation

Query answering is an important task in valuation algebras. We normally start
with a set of valuations {!1, . . . ,!n}, where !i " " are valuations out of a val-
uation algebra (", D) with an identity element e. Such a set is often referred to
as knowledge-base. To aggregate the information in the knowledge-base, the total
combination of the elements has to be computed,

! = !1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n.

Answering queries consists then in focussing the result ! to the corresponding do-
main of interest. This is the basic message of the following definition.

Definition 15 A projection/combination formula of the form

(!1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n)%x

with a domain x ( d(!1'!2' · · ·'!n) is called a projection problem. The domain
x is often denoted query.

If we define projection problems we implicitly assume throughout this article that
the queries are well-defined, i.e. can be computed. As we have seen this is not always
the case if the valuation algebra is separative. Projection problems are sometimes
referred to as inference problems (Haenni, 2004). The simplest approach in order to
solve a projection problem would be to directly carry out the combinations followed
by a marginalization. But the complexity tends to increase exponentially with the
size of the domains of the valuations involved. There are more e$cient methods
such as the Shenoy-Shafer (Shenoy & Shafer, 1990), the Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter
(Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988) and the HUGIN architecture (Jensen et al., 1990).
These methods are all based upon join trees. We already introduced in the last
section the notion of covering join trees related to a factorized valuation. This
definition can be adopted to projection problems by taking the query x into account.

Definition 16 A join tree (V,E, &, D) is a covering join tree for the projection
problem

(!1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n)%x,

if

• it is a covering join tree for the factorization !1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n;

• it covers the domain x;

• D is the powerset P(d(!1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n)).
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Note that in this definition we demand a covering join tree without free variables.
This means that each variable in the node labels must also occur anywhere in the
domains of the factors in the projection problem.

A common feature of the improved approaches for answering a projection prob-
lem is that the intermediate operations take place within the labels of the nodes.
That is why they are often referred to as local computation techniques. So the first
step is to find a covering join tree for the given projection problem, for example with
the fusion algorithm of Shenoy (Shenoy, 1992). But not every join tree is equally
suitable for computations, since the biggest label should have minimal cardinality.
Finding such a covering join tree with the fusion algorithm is known to be NP-
hard (Arnborg et al., 1987). But there are good heuristics (Rose, 1970; Bertele &
Brioschi, 1972; Yannakakis, 1981b; Tarjan, R. E. & Yannakakis, M., 1984; Kong,
1986; Almond & Kong, 1991; Haenni & Lehmann, 1999). An overview can be found
in (Lehmann, 2001) and a comparison in (Cano & Moral, 1995).

Another common characteristic of the local computation techniques is that they
can be regarded as message passing schemes. Messages are sent between the nodes
of the join tree with the nodes acting as virtual processors. They process incoming
messages, compute new messages and send them to other neighboring nodes of the
join tree. The underlying algorithms schedule these messages according to a num-
bering of the nodes which is introduced beforehand. This numbering is dependent
of the query x of the given projection problem. First, we fix a node which covers
the domain x as root node. This root node gets the number m = |V |. By directing
all edges towards the root node m, it is possible to determine a numbering in such
a way, that if j is a node on the path from node i to m, then j > i. Note that this
numbering is not unique.

Example 8: Continuing example 6. Let x = {A,C}. There is only one node which
covers x, so we have to choose it as root node. The numbering used in the figure
5.4 is not a valid numbering fulfilling the description above, since e.g. j < i for the
node j = 1 which lies on the directed path between node i = 4 and the root m = 3.
A valid numbering is depicted in figure 6.1. 5

{A, B}

{A, C}
{B}

{A, B}
3 2

4
1

Figure 6.1: A numbering on the depicted join tree in such a way, that if j is a node
on the path from node i to the root m, then j > i.

Formally, let (V,E, &, D) be a join tree with |V | = m nodes. Determine a
permutation ( of the elements in V with
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• ((k) = m, if k is the root node;

• ((j) > ((i) for every node j " V lying on the path between i and m.

We get a “new” join tree (V,E),&, D) with edges

E) = {(((i),((j)) : (i, j) " E}.

(V,E),&, D) is normally called a directed join tree towards the root node m.

Example 9: Continuing example 8. The permutation ( used was ((1) = 3, ((2) =
2, ((3) = 4 and ((4) = 1. 5

We are finally able to define the particular structure used for local computation
techniques:

Definition 17 A local computation base for a projection problem

("1 ' "2 ' · · ·' "m)%x

is a quintuple (V,E, &, D, a), where

• JT = (V,E, &, D) is a covering join tree for the given projection problem;

• JT is directed towards a node which covers x;

• a is a surjective assignment mapping according to JT and "1'"2' · · ·'"m.

We have seen that every assignment mapping a for a factorization !1'!2'· · ·'!n

and a join tree JT can be made surjective. In fact, there is a new factorization with
"1 ' "2 ' · · · ' "m = !1 ' !2 ' · · · ' !n for which a is surjective. This step is
implicitly presumed in the definition.

It is convenient to introduce the notions parent, child, neighbors and leaves in a
directed tree:

Definition 18 • The parents pa(i) of a node i in a directed join tree (V,E, &, D)
are defined by the set

pa(i) = {j : j < i and (i, j) " E}.

• Nodes without parents are called leaves.

• The child ch(i) of a node i is the unique node j with j > i and (i, j) " E.

• The neighbors ne(i) of a node i is the set of nodes

ne(i) = {j : (i, j) " E}.
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The nodes lying on the path from node i to the root node are often called descendants
of node i.

Example 10: In figure 6.1, the nodes 1 and 2 are leaves. Regarding node 3, the
nodes 1 and 2 are its’ parents and node 4 its unique child. Therefore, we get for the
neighbors ne(3) = {1, 2, 4}. 5

The definition of a tree implies that whenever one of its edges is removed, the
tree splits into two parts.

Definition 19 Let (V,E, &, D) be a directed join tree towards a root node m. If we
remove an edge (i, ch(i)) from E we obtain two parts, where the one which contains
the node i is called sub-tree rooted to node i.

A subtree rooted to node i is normally abbreviated by Ti. Cleary, every Ti is directed
towards the node i.

Example 11: Remember the join tree in the figure 6.1. Figure 6.2 depicts the
subtree rooted to the node 3. 5

{A, B}

{B}

{A, B}
3 2

1

Figure 6.2: The subtree T3 regarding the join tree depicted in the figure 6.1.

In the following subsection 6.1 we will see how local computation bases can be
used in order to answer a corresponding projection problem. Moreover, in the sub-
section 6.2 we extend the techniques such that several queries can be taken into
account at the same time. We finally treat the cases where we have a division oper-
ator in the underlying valuation algebra, see subsections 6.3 and 6.4 for separative
algebras and subsection 6.5 for the idempotent case.

6.1 Collect Algorithm

The collect algorithm is a local computation technique to solve the projection prob-
lem on a corresponding local computation base (V,E, &, D, a). The most natural
way is to consider the collect algorithm as a message passing scheme between the
nodes of the join tree. The starting point is the covering join tree from the local
computation base with a factor "j on every node j, distributed by the surjective
assignment mapping a. "j represents the initial content of node j. The collect
algorithm can be described by the following set of rules:
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R1: Each node sends a message to its child when it has received all messages from
its parents. This implies that leaves can send their messages right away.

R2: When a node is ready to send, it computes the message by marginalizing its
current content to the intersection of its domain and its child’s node label.

R3: When a node receives a message, it updates its current content by combining
it with the incoming message.

Rule 3 states that the content of each node changes during the algorithm’s run. To
incorporate this approach and to describe the collect algorithm in a more formal
way, we introduce the following notation:

• "(1)
j = "j is the initial content of node j.

• "(i)
j is the content of node j before step i of the collect algorithm.

We adopt a similar notation to refer to the domain of a node:

• '(1)
j = 'j = d("j) is the initial domain of node j.

• '(i)
j = d("(i)

j ) is the domain of node j before step i of the collect algorithm.

The node numbering introduction implies that at step i, node i can send its message
to its child. The collect algorithm can now be specified formally:

• At step i, node i computes the message

µi*ch(i) = "
(i)%$(i)

i &%(ch(i))
i . (6.1)

This message is sent to the child node ch(i) with node label &(ch(i)).

• The receiving node ch(i) updates its storage to

"(i+1)
ch(i) = "(i)

ch(i) ' µi*ch(i). (6.2)

Its node domain changes to:

'(i+1)
ch(i) = d("(i+1)

ch(i) ) = '(i)
ch(i) )

&
'(i)

i . &(ch(i))
'

. (6.3)

The storages of all other nodes do not change at step i,

"(i+1)
j = "(i)

j (6.4)

for all j 4= ch(i). The same holds for the node domains: '(j+1)
j = '(i)

j .

The justification of the collect algorithm is formulated by the following theorem:
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Theorem 2 At the end of the collect algorithm, the root node m contains the
marginal of ! relative to &(m),

"(m)
m = !%%(m). (6.5)

In order to prove this important theorem, we use the following lemma:

Lemma 15 Define

yi =
m!

j=i

'(i)
j i = 1, . . . ,m. (6.6)

Then (

)
m$

j=i

"(i)
j

*

+
%yi+1

=
m$

j=i+1

"(i+1)
j = !%yi+1 (6.7)

for i = 1,. . . ,m-1.

Proof. We show first that yi+1 ( yi to guarantee that the marginalization in equation
(6.7) is well-defined:

yi = '(i)
i ) '(i)

ch(i) )
m!

j=i+1,j +=ch(i)

'(i)
j

yi+1 = '(i+1)
ch(i) )

m!

j=i+1,j +=ch(i)

'(i+1)
j

From (6.2) we obtain,

'(i+1)
ch(i) = '(i)

ch(i) ) ('(i)
i . &(ch(i))) ( '(i)

ch(i) ) '(i)
i (6.8)

and since '(i+1)
j = '(i)

j for all j 4= ch(i) we conclude that yi+1 ( yi.

Next, we prove the following property:

'(i)
i . yi+1 = '(i)

i . &(ch(i)). (6.9)

Assume first that X " '(i)
i .&(ch(i)). Then, from equation (6.8) we deduce that

X " '(i+1)
ch(i) and by the definition of yi+1, X " yi+1, hence X " '(i)

i . yi+1. On the

other hand, assume that X " '(i)
i .yi+1. Then, by the running intersection property

and the definition of yi+1, X " &(ch(i)) and therefore X " '(i)
i . &(ch(i)).

We conclude from equation (6.3) and (6.4) that

yi+1 = '(i+1)
ch(i) )

!

j=i+1,j +=ch(i)

'(i+1)
j

6 '(i)
ch(i) )

!

j=i+1,j +=ch(i)

'(i)
j .
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Therefore, we can apply the combination axiom and together with property (6.9)
we obtain:

(

)
m$

j=i

"(i)
j

*

+
%yi+1

=

(

)"(i)
i '

(

)"(i)
ch(i) '

m$

j=i+1,j +=ch(i)

"(i)
j

*

+

*

+
%yi+1

= "
(i)%$(i)

i &yi+1

i ' "(i)
ch(i) '

m$

j=i+1,j +=ch(i)

"(i)
j

= "
(i)%$(i)

i &%(ch(i))
i ' "(i)

ch(i) '
m$

j=i+1,j +=ch(i)

"(i)
j

= "(i+1)
ch(i) '

m$

j=i+1,j +=ch(i)

"(i+1)
j

=
m$

j=i+1

"(i+1)
j

This proves the first equality of (6.7). The second is shown by induction over i. For
i = 1 we have (

)
m$

j=1

"(1)
j

*

+
%y2

=

(

)
m$

j=1

"j

*

+
%y2

= !%y2 .

We assume that the same equation holds for i,

m$

j=i

"(i)
j = !%yi .

Then, by transitivity of marginalization,

m$

j=i+1

"(i+1)
j =

(

)
m$

j=i

"(i)
j

*

+
%yi+1

= (!%yi)%yi+1 = !%yi+1

which proves (6.7) for all i. *+

Proof. Theorem 2 can now be verified by applying (6.7) for i = m 7 1. We watch
first that

ym = '(m)
m . (6.10)

It remains to prove that '(m)
m = &(m). For this purpose, it is su$cient to show that

if X " &(m) then X " '(m)
m since '(m)

m ( &(m). Let X " &(m). Then, according to
the definition of the covering join tree for a projection problem, there exists a factor
"j with X " d("j). "j has been assigned to node r = a(j) and therefore X " '(r)

r .
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The collect algorithm implies that X " '(r+1)
ch(r) and by repeating this argument for

each node between r + 1 and the root m, X " '(m)
m . *+

The marginal !%%(m) can now be used to solve the projection problem. For this
purpose, it is su$cient to perform one last marginalization to the query x, i.e.

!%x =
&
!%%(m)

'%x
.

This holds by transitivity because x ( &(m).

A partial result of the collect theorem can also be applied for each sub-tree:

Corollary 1 At the end of the collect algorithm, node i contains

"(i)
i =

(

)
$

j#Ti

"j

*

+
%$(i)

i

. (6.11)

Proof. Node i is the root of the sub-tree Ti = (V,E). So, due to equation (6.10),
the root node i contains the marginal to '(i)

i of the factors associated to Ti. *+

Note that only inclusion between '(i)
i and &(i) holds, because we cannot guaran-

tee that a corresponding factor for each variable in &(i) has been assigned to a node
in the sub-tree Ti. In other words, the root node i of Ti is not necessarily filled.

Lemma 16 It holds that

'(m)
i . '(m)

ch(i) = '(m)
i . &(ch(i)). (6.12)

Proof. The left part of equation (6.12) is clearly contained in the right part, because
'(m)

ch(i) ( &(ch(i)). The second inclusion is derived as follows:

'(m)
i . '(m)

ch(i) 6 '(m)
i . '(i+1)

ch(i)

= '(m)
i .

&
'(i)

ch(i) )
&
'(i)

i . &(ch(i))
''

=
&
'(m)

i . '(i)
ch(i)

'
)

&
'(m)

i . &(ch(i))
'

= '(m)
i . &(ch(i)).

*+

We stated already that at the end of the collect algorithm, the interior nodes are
not necessarily filled, because '(i)

i ( &(i). We will see next that their labels can be
adapted in such a way that the resulting tree is again a join tree but consists of full
nodes after the collect algorithm.
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Theorem 3 At the end of the collect algorithm executed on a join tree JT =
(V,E, &, D), the labeled tree JT ! = (V,E, &!, D) with &!(i) = '(m)

i for i = 1, . . . ,m
is a covering join tree.

Proof. We will show that the running intersection property is still satisfied
between the nodes of the labeled tree JT !. Let i and j be two nodes whose reduced
labels contain X, i.e. X " &!(i) and X " &!(j). Because JT is a join tree, there
exists a common descendant node k, with X " &(k) and i, j 1 k.

Since JT is a join tree, we have that X " &(ch(i)). From

&!(ch(i)) = '(i)
ch(i) ) (&!(i) . &(ch(i))) .

it follows that X " &!(ch(i)) and by induction X " &!(k). The same argument
applies to the nodes on the path from j to k and therefore, the running intersection
property holds fo JT !. *+

Example 12: Let us consider a knowledge-base consisting of three valuations
{!1,!2,!3}. The valuations have domains d(!1) = {B}, d(!2) = {A,D} and
d(!3) = {A,C}. They are distributed over the nodes of a covering join tree with
node labels: &(1) = {A,B, C}, &(2) = {A,D}, &(3) = {A,B, C, D} and &(4) = {D}.
Figure 6.3 shows the assignment of the valuations together with a possible run of
the collect algorithm. The tables aside accent how the domains grow during the run
of the algorithm. 5

6.2 Shenoy-Shafer Architecture

The collect algorithm o!ers an adequate method to solve the projection problem
e$ciently. Nevertheless, a major backdraw of this method is that only one single
query can be answered at a time. Having more than one query amounts to re-
executing the collect algorithm for di!erent root nodes (or even di!erent join trees
(Schneuwly & Kohlas, 2005)) and this causes a lot of redundant computations. To
investigate the scenario of multiple queries, we extend the definition of the projection
problem.

Definition 20 A projection/combination sequence of the form

(!1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n)%xi

for queries {x1, . . . , xs}, xi ( d(!1' !2' · · ·' !n) is called an extended projection
problem (EPP).

Of course, it is necessary to extend also the underlying structure on which local
computation operates. Supplementary to the former definition, the join tree must
cover each element of the query set.
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1.) Factor Distribution:

!
(1)
1 = "1 !

(1)
2 = "2

!
(1)
3 = "3

!
(1)
4 = e

{A,B,C}

1

3

{A,B,C,D}

{A,D}

2

{D}

4

d("(1)
1 ) = {B}

d("(1)
2 ) = {A,D}

d("(1)
3 ) = {A,C}

d("(1)
4 ) = {}

2.) Node 1 sends message to node 3:

{A,B,C}

1

3

{A,B,C,D}

{A,D}

2

{D}

4

µ1!3

!
(2)
3 = !

(1)
3 ! µ1!3

!
(2)
4 = e

!
(2)
1 = "1 !

(2)
2 = "2

d("(2)
1 ) = {B}

d("(2)
2 ) = {A,D}

d("(2)
3 ) = {A,B, C}

d("(2)
4 ) = {}

3.) Node 2 sends message to node 3:

{A,B,C}

1

3

{A,B,C,D}

{A,D}

2

{D}

4

µ2→3

!
(3)
3 = !

(1)
3 ! µ1!3 ! µ2!3

!
(3)
4 = e

!
(3)
1 = "1 !

(3)
2 = "2

d("(3)
1 ) = {B}

d("(3)
2 ) = {A,D}

d("(3)
3 ) = {A,B, C, D}

d("(3)
4 ) = {}

4.) Node 3 sends message to node 4:

{A,B,C}

1

3

{A,B,C,D}

{A,D}

2

{D}

4

µ3!4

!
(4)
4 = µ3!4

!
(4)
3 = !

(1)
3 ! µ1!3 ! µ2!3

!
(4)
2 = "2!

(4)
1 = "1

d("(4)
1 ) = {B}

d("(4)
2 ) = {A,D}

d("(4)
3 ) = {A,B, C, D}

d("(4)
4 ) = {D}

Figure 6.3: A possible run of the collect algorithm. The dynamic behaviour of the
node domains during the run of the collect algorithm is accented by the tables aside.
Note that at the end of the collect algorithm: d("(4)

4 ) = &(4)
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Definition 21 A join tree (V,E, &, D) is a covering join tree for the extended pro-
jection problem if it is a covering join tree for the factorization !1 ' !2 ' · · · ' !n

which covers further each query xi " {x1, . . . , xs} and D = P(d(!1'!2' · · ·'!n)).

Let us come back to the initial idea of re-executing the collect algorithm and
consider a covering join tree for the extended projection problem. If the root node
is chosen in such a way that it covers one of the queries, then it can be answered
using the collect algorithm. But if we focus our interest on another query, then the
edges of the join tree must be re-directed such that the new root covers this query.
More precisely, the edges on the path between the old an the new root change
their direction. Figure 6.4 illustrates this process of changing a tree’s root node.
All messages on the unchanged edges can be reused in the new computations and
therefore it is worthwhile to cache them (memorizing).

Figure 6.4: Changing the root of a join tree by redirecting the edges between the
old an the new root.

The Shenoy-Shafer architecture (Shenoy & Shafer, 1990) organizes this caching.
For this purpose, mailboxes on each edge between two neighboring nodes of the join
tree are installed to store the exchanged messages. A schematic representation of
this concept is shown in figure 6.5.

i j

Mailbox of j

Mailbox of i

µi!j

µj!i

Figure 6.5: Mailboxes to store the messages exchanged by these two neighboring
nodes.

This time, the starting point is a covering join tree for an extended projection
problem with a factor "j on every node j. Then, the Shenoy-Shafer algorithm can
be described by the following two rules:

R1: Node i sends a message to its neighbor j, as soon as it has received all messages
from its other neighbors. This implies that leaves can send their messages right
away.
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R2: When node i is ready to send a message to neighbor j, it combines its initial
node content with all messages from all other neighbors. The message is
computed by marginalizing this result to the intersection of the result’s domain
and the receiving neighbor’s node label.

The algorithm stops when every node has received all messages from its neighbors.

We introduce a new notation for neighbors i and j. Before a message from i to
j can be computed in the scheme above, we need to determine the domain of the
valuation described in R2

'i*j = 'i )
!

k#ne(i),j +=k

d(µk*i). (6.13)

With this notation we are able to form well-defined marginals. The rules used in
order to compute the messages in the Shenoy-Shafer architecture are now formalized
as follows:

• The message sent from node i to node j is

µi*j =

(

)"i '
$

k#ne(i),j +=k

µk*i

*

+
%$i#j&%(j)

. (6.14)

Theorem 4 At the end of the message passing in the Shenoy-Shafer architecture,
we obtain at node i

!%%(i) = "i '
$

j#ne(i)

µj*i. (6.15)

Proof. The important point is that the messages µk*j do not depend on the actual
schedule used to compute them. Due to this fact, we may select node i arbitrary as
root node, direct the edges towards this root and number the nodes as in the collect
algorithm. Then, the message passing corresponds to the collect algorithm. The
proposition follows from theorem 2. *+

Answering the extended projection problem from this last result demands one
last marginalization per query xi,

!%xi =
&
!%%(i)

'%xi

.

It is possible to schedule a part of the messages in such a way that their sequence
corresponds to the execution of a collect algorithm towards a node m. This node
m is the first node which has received the messages of all its neighbors. We call
the phase of the Sheony-Shafer architecture until a selected node m has received all
messages from its parents collect phase. It is easy to see that in the collect phase we
have

'i*ch(i) = '(i)
i ,
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if '(i)
i is the domain of the valuation lying on a node i after the step i in the collect

algorithm towards m. We further refer to the ongoing process after the collect phase
as distribute algorithm or distribute phase. The collect phase starts with the leaves
sending their messages and stops when the root node m is reached. Distribute on
the other hand starts with the root node and halts as soon as all leaves received their
messages. Therefore collect is often also called inward propagation and distribute
outward propagation. For subsequent (sub-)sections it is useful to predetermine the
root node m for the inward propagation phase. So we extend a local computation
base to the case of extended projection problems, see definition 17.

Definition 22 A local computation base for an EPP is a quintuple (V,E, &, D, a),
where

• JT = (V,E, &, D) is a covering join tree for the given EPP;

• JT is directed towards a node m = |V |;

• a is a surjective assignment mapping according to JT and the overall combi-
nation of the valuations in the EPP .

Again, perhaps we have to change the factorization in the EPP to make a sur-
jective.

Example 13: Figure 6.6 illustrates a complete run of the Shenoy-Shafer architec-
ture. The factors which are distributed over the nodes of the join tree have domains
d("1) = {B}, d("2) = {C}, d("3) = {A,C} and d("4) = {D}. Note that the first
four steps correspond to the collect phase. Steps five to seven represent therefore
the distribute phase. 5

We conclude this section with an important remark. The Shenoy-Shafer archi-
tecture may cause redundant computations (Shenoy, 1997) and some combinations
eventually take place on larger domains than necessary (Kohlas & Shenoy, 2000) if
the join tree is not binary. The characteristic of binary trees is that every node has
at most three neighbors. But any join tree can be transformed into a binary one in a
trivial way by adding additional nodes. The join tree becomes bigger, but redundant
computations can be avoided. A good example can be found in (Lehmann, 2001).

6.3 Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter Architecture

The collect algorithm and the Shenoy-Shafer architecture (SSA) are local methods
used to answer (extended) projection problems for any valuation algebra (", D) with
an identity element e. In this subsection however we are more restrictive by assuming
throughout separativity of (", D), that is, (", D) can be embedded into the valuation
algebra ("!, D) induced by (", D) which provides a well defined division operator,
see section 4. The main subject of this subsection is to introduce an architecture like
SSA, but based on the division operator modeled after the Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter
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4

{A,D}

1

{A,B}

2

{C}

3

{A,B,C}

{A,C,D}

5

1

6

5

2

3

7

8

4

!1 !2

!3

!4

e

µi*j 'i*j Message content:
1 µ1*3 '1*3 = d("1) "

%$1,3&%(3)
1

2 µ2*3 '2*3 = d("2) "
%$2,3&%(3)
2

3 µ3*5 '3*5 = d("3) ) d(µ1*3) ) d(µ2*3) ("3 ' µ1*3 ' µ2*3)%$3,5&%(5)

4 µ4*5 '4*5 = d(e) e
5 µ5*4 '5*4 = d("4) ) d(µ3*5) ("4 ' µ3*5)%$5,4&%(4)

6 µ5*3 '5*3 = d("4) ) d(µ4*5) ("4 ' µ4*5)%$5,3&%(3)

7 µ3*1 '3*1 = d("3) ) d(µ5*3) ) d(µ2*3) ("3 ' µ5*3 ' µ2*3)%$3,1&%(1)

8 µ3*2 '3*2 = d("3) ) d(µ5*3) ) d(µ1*3) ("3 ' µ5*3 ' µ1*3)%$3,2&%(2)

Figure 6.6: A complete run of the Shenoy–Shafer architecture.
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architecture for Bayesian networks (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988). We emphasize
that the marginal operator in ("!, D) is only partially defined.

Consider an extended projection problem

(!1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n)%xi

with queries {x1, x2, . . . , xs}. The valuations !1,!2, . . . ,!n are elements of "!, where
the overal combination is supposed to be an element of ", i.e. ! = !1'!2'· · ·'!n "
". We refer to Bayesian networks for motivations why we should study factorizations
of ! " " out of elements in "! (Cowell et al., 1999; Kohlas, 2003) .

Let (V,E, &, D, a) be a local computation base for the extended projection prob-
lem described above. By the lemma 11 we know, that there is an identity element
e! in ("!, D), such that surjectivity of a can be assumed, see lemma 13. Any node
of the join tree (V,E, &, D) with m = |V | nodes gets a valuation "i " "! assigned
by a and

! = "1 ' "2 ' · · ·' "m,

with ! " ", "1,"2, . . . ,"m " "!. Henceforth, the extended projection problem

("1 ' "2 ' · · ·' "m)%xi

with queries {x1, x2, . . . , xs} is considered. According to the definition of a local
computation base for extended projection problems that the join tree (V,E, &, D) is
directed towards the node m.

The inward propagation phase of the SSA looks almost like an ordinary collect
algorithm. The di!erence is the fact that every message has to be held in the
mailboxes and is not combined directly to the receiving node. In the usual collect
algorithm, "(i)

i contains all incoming messages µj*i. So if we want to use "(i)
i and

µch(i)*i to compute µi*j we must “divide” µj*i out of "(i)
i (see figure 6.7). The

Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter (LSA) (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988) and the HUGIN
(Jensen et al., 1990) architectures use this idea. The first is the subject of the
present subsection; the latter is treated in the next one.

The LSA consists of an execution of the collect algorithm towards the root node
m chosen beforehand in the already fixed local computation base. The messages in
this phase correspond therefore to messages in the SSA, but are directly combined
to the current content of the receiving node. If a node i is ready to send a message
to ch(i), we have in its store

")i = "i '
$

j#pa(i)

µj*i

and the message sent is

µi*ch(i) = (")i)
%$i&%(ch(i)),
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j

i

j

i

j

µ
!1

j"i

i

Figure 6.7: The left-hand side depicts a situation in the outward propagation phase
of the SSA. In order to compute µi*j we need only the initial content of i together
with all incoming messages from nodes di!erent of j. The same situation but with
exchanged inward propagation phase is depicted on the right. The message µj*i

a!ects the content of the node i after the collect algorithm. So we have to divide it
out to compute µi*j correctly.

see subsections 6.1 and 6.2. Now every sending node divides this message out of its
store, i.e. the content of node i changes to

")i ' µ(1
i*ch(i).

This is repeated until the root node m has received all messages from its parents and
the inward propagation phase is completed. The messages in the following outward
propagation phase are computed similarly, but it is no more divided out. A node
send messages to its parents when it has received the message from its child. So
if a node j is ready to send a message towards i and its current content is ")j , the
message is

µj*i = (")j)
%$j&%(i)

which is combined directly to the current content of the receiving node i. The root
node can send messages right away.

Theorem 5 At the end of the LSA, each node i " V contains !%%(i), provided that
all messages during an execution of the SSA can be computed.

Proof. Let µ) denote the messages during an execution of SSA for the fixed extended
projection problem

(!1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n)%xi

with queries {x1, x2, . . . , xs} relative to the given local computation base (V,E, &, D, a).
We know that µi*j = µ)i*j during inward propagation. The theorem is correct by
the collect algorithm for the root node m, see theorem 2. We prove that it is correct
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for all nodes by induction over the outward propagation phase using the correctness
of SSA. For this purpose, we schedule the outward propagation phase by taking the
reverse numbering of the nodes. When a node j > i is ready to send a message
towards i, node i stores

"i ' (µ)i*j)
(1 '

$

k#ne(i),k +=j

µ)k*i. (6.16)

By the induction hypothesis, the incoming message at step i is

µj*i = !%%(j)&%(i)

=

(

)"j '
$

k#ne(j)

µ)k*j

*

+
%%(j)&%(i)

=

(

)"j '
$

k#ne(j),k +=i

µ)k*j

*

+
%$j#i&%(i)

' µ)i*j

= µ)j*i ' µ)i*j = µ)j*i ' µi*j , (6.17)

by the combination axiom. We here need the assumption that the marginal

µ)j*i (6.18)

exists. So we obtain at node i, when we combine the incoming message µj*i to its
actual content and use theorem 4,

"i '
$

k#ne(i),k +=j

µ)k*i ' (µ)i*j)
(1 ' µ)j*i ' µ)i*j = !%%(i) ' f!(µ"i#j)

.

But by lemma 6 we obtain

#(µ)i*j) 1 #(µ)j*i ' µ)i*j) = #(!%%(j)&%(i)) 1 #(!%%(i))

and the theorem is proved. *+

The proof is based upon the messages used in the SSA. If they exist, the LSA
gives correct results. This is due to the fact that the messages during inward prop-
agation are identical in both architectures and further, in the outward phase of
the LSA, the existence of the messages of the SSA is needed in order to apply the
combination axiom, see equation (6.17). It is therefore interesting to examine the
messages in the SSA.

Example 14: Take the join tree depicted in the figure 6.8 and assume that !1,!2,!3 "
", however !4 " "!. The inward propagation phase of the SSA works then trivially
towards m = 4. But in the outward phase the message µ)4*3 = !%{B}4 has to be
computed which does possibly not exist if !4 /" ". 5
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{A, B}

{A, C}
{B}

{A, B}
3 1

2

4

!4

!1,!2

!3e

Figure 6.8: The outward propagation does possibly not work if !4 4" ".

Lemma 17 Let (V,E, &, D, a) be a local computation base for the extended projec-
tion problem described above with ! = "1 ' "2 ' · · · ' "m. Then ! factors further
into

! = "1 ' "2 ' · · ·' "m '
$

i#V,i+=m

f!(µi#ch(i)),

if the µi*ch(i) exist.

Proof. Take an arbitrary node i which is ready to send a message towards ch(i) in
the inward propagation phase of the LSA. Then it has received all messages from
its parents. From the collect algorithm it follows that its content equals

"(i)
i = "i '

$

k#pa(i)

µk*i =

(

)
$

k#Vi

"k

*

+
%$(i)

i

if Ti = (Vi, Ei) denotes the subtree of (V,E) rooted at i, see corollary 1. The message
sent towards ch(i) is therefore

µi*ch(i) =

(

)
$

k#Vi

"k

*

+
%$(i)

i &%(ch(i))

and by lemma 6 we get #(µi*ch(i)) 1 #('k#Vi"k) 1 #(!). *+

We have to extend the assignment mapping a in order to take the new factoriza-
tion into account on the already given join tree. For this purpose we introduce a
numbering of the new valuations, i.e. we define fi = f!(µi#ch(i)) and get

! = "1 ' "2 ' · · ·' "m '
$

i#V,i+=m

f!(µi#ch(i)) (6.19)

= "1 ' "2 ' · · ·' "m ' f1 ' f2 ' · · ·' fm(1.

From a we construct a) in the following way

a)(i) =
#

a(i) if 1 1 i 1 m
ch(i) else.
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Example 15: Remember the join tree together with the distributed factors depicted
in the figure 6.8. The valuation assigned to the first and the second node remain
the same. The third and fourth however change to "(1)

3 = f!(µ1#3)' f!(µ2#3) and to
"(1)

4 = !4 ' f!(µ3#4) respectively. 5

By a) every node i " V gets a valuation ")i assigned and

! = ")1 ' ")2 ' · · ·' ")m.

Lemma 18 A run of the collect algorithm with the valuations "1,"2, . . . ,"m assigned
to the nodes of the given join tree towards a root node m ends with the same
node stores at the end as a run of the collect algorithm with the new assignments
")1,"

)
2, . . . ,"

)
m.

Proof. Examine the collect algorithm with the new assignments. Every message
µi*ch(i) meets its neutral element f!(µi#ch(i)) in the content of the node ch(i) by
construction. Every f!(µi#ch(i)) is therefore absorbed by the lemma 6 during the
algorithm. *+

A direct consequence of the lemma is that the messages are in both cases the
same. If the collect algorithm can be executed for the original factorization, then so
can it for its changed version.

Lemma 19 If the collect algorithm works with the valuations "1,"2, . . . , , "m assigned
to the nodes of the given join tree towards a root node m, then so does the complete
SSA with the new assignments ")1,"

)
2, . . . ,"

)
m.

Proof. Consider the new assignments ")1,"
)
2, . . . ,"

)
m. By the last lemma 18, all

messages during the inward propagation phase of SSA towards the root node m
exist with respect to this new factorization. The root node m is the first node which
is ready to send messages towards its parents in the outward propagation phase. Let
j be such a parent. Then

")m '
$

k#ne(m),k +=j

µk*m = "m '
$

k#pa(m)

f!(µk#m) '
$

k#ne(m),k +=j

µk*m

= "m ' f!(µj#m) '
$

k#ne(m),k +=j

µk*m

= "m ' µj*m ' µ(1
j*m '

$

k#ne(m),k +=j

µk*m

= !%%(m) ' µ(1
j*m. (6.20)

Consider the definition of 'm*j , see equation (6.13). Using the labeling axiom we
get

'm*j = d
,
")m

-
)

!

k#ne(m),k +=j

d(µk*m)
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= d

(

)")m '
$

k#ne(m),k +=j

µk*m

*

+

= d
&
!%%(m) ' µ(1

j*m

'

= d
&
!%%(m)

'

= &(m)

and therefore by the combination axiom and equation (6.20)

!%%(m)&%(j) ' µ(1
j*m =

&
!%%(m) ' µ(1

j*m

'%%(m)&%(j)

=
&
!%%(m) ' µ(1

j*m

'%$m#j&%(j)

= µm*j .

µm*j exists therefore. The node j has then received all messages from its neighbors.
We mentioned already in the proof of the theorem 4 that the messages do not
depend on the actual schedule used to compute them. So we proved that inward
propagation towards j exist. We may select therefore the node j as new root node.
So the procedure above can be applied to j in order to prove that the messages sent
towards its parents exist too. We conclude that the whole SSA can be executed.

*+

The distribution of the new valuations f! is dependent of the root node m. After
their assignment, the last lemma states implicitly that it is possible to perform
inward propagation towards any node and not only towards m.

Example 16: Take the join tree depicted in the figure 6.9. We distributed the
f! according to the root m = 4. But then, we know that SSA works and so does
every message send among the nodes exist. We are completely free to reschedule
the process. 5

{A, B}

{A, C}
{B}

{A, B}
3

1

2

4 !1,!2

!3

µ1!3, µ2!3

!4, µ3!4

Figure 6.9: Once the new valuations f! are distributed according to a root node
m and we know that the collect algorithm works towards m, a rescheduling of the
messages is possible.

We have finally the following theorem.
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Theorem 6 Consider the EPP

(!1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n)%xi

with queries {x1, x2, . . . , xs}, !1,!2, . . . ,!n " "! and ! = !1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n " ". If
(V,E, &, D, a) is a local computation base for this extended projection problem such
that the collect algorithm can be executed, then so can the LSA in order to solve the
EPP .

Proof. By lemma 19 we know that there is a new factorization of ! together with an
assignment mapping a) such that the SSA works using the modified local computa-
tion base (V,E, &, D, a)) taking a) into account. By lemma 18 the collect algorithm
returns the same node storages with the original as with the altered factorization
of !. We have seen that if the SSA can be executed then the LSA works correctly.

*+

So we have seen that if the collect algorithm can be executed, there is no prob-
lem for the SSA. The question arises if there are factorizations of a valuation whose
marginals exist for all subsets of its domain, but whose factors have only partially
defined marginals, but nevertheless the messages during the collect algorithm ex-
ist. The answer is a$rmative. An example is provided in the domain of Bayesian
networks by so-called construction sequences (Shafer, 1996).

We propose yet two other factorizations of !. For this purpose the notion of
separators is needed. Separators are new nodes in the join tree between neighbors i
and j with label &(i).&(j). So any join tree (V,E, &, D) induces a set of separators
S. We abbreviate the label of a separator i " S by )(i).

Example 17: Remember the join tree in the figure 5.4. The figure 6.10 depicts the
same join tree, but with the induced separators sketched by diamonds. 5

{A, B}

{A, C}

{B}

{A, B}
1

2

3

4

{A}
{B}

{A, B}

Figure 6.10: Separators are newly introduced nodes in a join tree which are situated
in the middle of neighboring nodes. Their label consists of the common variables of
the enclosing nodes.
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Let $i denote the content of a node i after the inward propagation phase of the
LSA, that is

$i = "i ' µ(1
i*ch(i) '

$

k#pa(i)

µk*i

if "i denotes the content of the valuation assigned to i. In every step the actual
message µ to be computed is combined to the receiving node and divided out in the
sending node. By the lemma 17, the overall combination of the m = |V | valuations
$i yields nothing new. Indeed,

$

i#V

$i =
$

i#V

"i '
$

k#V,k +=m

µk*ch(k) ' µ(1
k*ch(k)

= !'
$

k#V,k +=m

f!(µk#ch(k))

= !.

The messages sent during the distribute phase are all of the form !%%(i)&%(j). They
are combined directly to the receiving node,

$

i#V

$i '
$

i#S

!%&(i) = !'
$

i#S

!%&(i).

So this is the result of the combination over all node stores at the end of the LSA.
But every node storage contains $i ' !%%(i)&%(ch(i)) = !%%(i), see theorem 5. We get

!'
$

i#S

!%&(i) =
$

j#V

!%%(j)

and by the lemma 6

! =
$

j#V

!%%(j) '
$

i#S

(!%&(i))(1. (6.21)

We conclude this subsection with a remark about regular valuation algebras.
In this particular case, we only have factorizations out of elements in ". That is
all marginals exist. The theorem 5 can therefore be simplified by dropping this
assumption.

The next subsection treats another architecture which postpones the divisions
to the outward propagation phase instead of the inward phase. They are further
executed on the smaller domains of the separators.

6.4 HUGIN Architecture

The HUGIN architecture (Jensen et al., 1990) is a modification of the Lauritzen-
Spiegelhalter architecture making the divisions less costly. Inward propagation is
exactly like the collect algorithm, but we store every message µi*j in the separator
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situated between the neighboring nodes i and j. The separators can actually be seen
as a passive memory. In the following outward propagation phase, the messages are
computed like in the outward phase of the LSA. But they have to pass through the
separator lying in-beween the sending and receiving node. The separator becomes
activated by the crossing message and holds it back in order to divide out its current
content. Finally, the mutated message is send towards the destination and the
original incoming message stored in the separator. Formally, let i and j be two
neighboring nodes where i sends the message

µi*j =

(

)"i '
$

k#pa(i)

µk*i

*

+
%$i&%(j)

towards j in the inward propagation phase, see subsection 6.1. This message is
stored in the separator. In the outward propagation phase node j sends the message

µ)j*i =

(

)"j '
$

k#ne(i)

µk*j

*

+
%%(i)&%(j)

towards i. In the separator between them, this message is changed to µj*i =
µ)j*i ' µ(1

i*j . The message µj*i is finally combined to the store of the node i. The
advantage over the LSA is that the divisions are performed in the separators which
have usually smaller labels than the nodes.

Remember the extended projection problem used throughout the last subsection
together with its local computation base (V,E, &, D, a).

Theorem 7 At the end of the computations in the HUGIN architecture, each node
i " V stores !%%(i) and every separator j " S the marginal !%&(j), provided that all
messages during an execution of the SSA can be computed.

Proof. The proof is based on the correctness of the LSA and illustrated in the
figure 6.11. First we introduce the separators between the nodes in (V,E, &, D) as
real nodes. Let (V ), E),&), D) be the such modified join tree. We then adapt the
assignment mapping a making it again surjective. For this purpose we simply assign
to every node in (V ) 7 V ) the valuation e. The extended assignment mapping is
referenced to as a). We now start the execution of the LSA using (V ), E),&), D, a)).

Take a node i " V ) which is not a separator in the original tree, i.e. i " V ) . V .
It sends a message µi*j in the inward propagation phase of the LSA and divides it
afterwards out of its actual content which we abbreviate with $i. By the construction
of (V ), E),&), D), the receiving node j = ch(i) is a separator in (V,E, &, D), that is
j " (V ) 7 V ). The node i contains $i ' (µi*j)(1 and j stores e' µi*j = µi*j after
this step. Then the node j is ready to send a message towards the node k = ch(j).
But we clearly have µi*j = µj*k. Since every emitted message is divided out of the
store of the sending node, we get the updated content

µi*j ' (µj*k)(1 = f!(µj#k)
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at j. The LSA is then continued and we assume that the node k is now ready
to send a message during the outward propagation phase towards j. We know by
the LSA that this message equals !%%(k)&%(j). This is also the new store of j, see
equation (6.17) and apply lemma 6. The message sent from j towards i is finally
!%%(j)&%(i) = !%%(k)&%(i) such that we get there $i ' (µi*j)(1 ' !%%(i)&%(k) = !%%(i).
The last equality follows from the correctness of the LSA, see theorem 5. But

(µi*j)(1 ' !%%(i)&%(k)

is the message from k towards i in the HUGIN architecture using (V,E, &, D, a)
which passed already through the separator j. *+

i

j

k

Figure 6.11: The HUGIN architecture and the LSA are closely related.

The messages used throughout the proof are the same than the ones used in the
LSA. So theorem 6 carries over to the present case of HUGIN.

Theorem 8 Consider the extended projection problem EPP

(!1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n)%xi

with queries {x1, x2, . . . , xs}, !1,!2, . . . ,!n " "! and ! = !1 ' !2 ' · · ·' !n " ". If
(V,E, &, D, a) is a local computation base for this extended projection problem such
that the collect algorithm can be executed, then so can the HUGIN architecture in
order to solve the EPP .

In the less general case of regular algebras we do not mind the existence of the
marginals, since only factorizations out of elements in " are considered. The next
subsection requires even more structure of the underlying valuation algebra, namely
idempotency. This makes the present architectures much simpler.

6.5 The Idempotent Case

We have seen in the subsection 4.2 that idempotent valuation algebras are regular.
So it is possible to apply the LSA and the HUGIN architectures in order to answer
extended projection problems. But we will see that they become much simpler.
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The messages send during the inward propagation phase do not change. However,
we do not have to carry out the divisions. This is due to the fact that every valuation
is its own inverse, see subsection 4.2. This means for the LSA that instead of dividing
out the just emitted message, we combine it to the current content of the sending
node. By idempotency this has no e!ect. Formally, let i and j be two neighboring
nodes where i sends the message

µi*j =

(

)"i '
$

k#pa(i)

µk*i

*

+
%$i&%(j)

towards j = ch(i) in the inward propagation phase, see subsection 6.1, and updates
its own storage to

"i ' µ(1
i*j '

$

k#pa(i)

µk*i = "i ' µi*j '
$

k#pa(i)

µk*i

= "i '
$

k#pa(i)

µk*i '

(

)"i '
$

k#pa(i)

µk*i

*

+
%$i&%(j)

= "i '
$

k#pa(i)

µk*i.

The last equality follows from idempotency. Answering extended projection prob-
lems consists therefore of the execution of a normal collect algorithm towards a
previously chosen root node m and a following outward propagation phase. A simi-
lar argument can be found for the HUGIN architecture, where every message emitted
from j to i during the outward propagation phase equals !%%(i)&%(j) and meets µi*j

in the separator. But by idempotency we have µi*j ' !%%(i)&%(j) = !%%(i)&%(j), see
equation (6.17). The valuations in the separators have no e!ect to the messages
passing through them.

It is worth noting that the equation (6.21) takes the interesting form

! =
$

j#V

!%%(j). (6.22)

This demonstrates that idempotency is a very strong condition which causes big,
but convenient consequences.
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7 Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to show that local computation can be performed on
covering join trees without filling the nodes artificially with neutral elements. This
is important for implementations (Pouly, 2004). Moreover, we do even not require
neutral elements. So we implicitly expanded local computation to valuation algebras
which do not fulfill the neutrality axiom stated in (Kohlas, 2003). Instead of neutral
elements we use a single identity element e. We have seen that if the valuation
algebra does not already provide it, it can always be adjoined without impacting
the algebraic structure of a valuation algebra.

Recapitulating, the main result is that all known local computation architectures
can be adapted to covering join trees.

Acknowledgments: Research supported by grant No. 20-67996.02 of the Swiss
National Foundation for Research.
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A Examples

A.1 Relations

Relational algebra contains at least six operations, among which projection and join
play an important role. In many cases several other operations are added. In this
section however, we are going to define a fraction of the algebra with essentially only
two operations, namely projection and join.

To start with, we introduce tuples and relations formally, as usual in the theory
of relational databases. Let A be a set of symbols {A1, A2, . . . , An} called attributes.
For each Ai " A let Di be a non-empty set, the domain of attribute Ai. Let R ( A
be a subset of attributes. A R-tuple is a function f with domain R and f(Ai) " Di

for each Ai " R. The set of all R-tuples is called ER. For any R tuple f and subset
S ( R the restriction f [S] is defined to be the S-tuple g so that g(Ai) = f(Ai) for
all Ai " S.

A relation r over R is a set of R-tuples, i.e. a subset of ER. The set of attributes
R is called the domain or also the relation scheme of r. Let "R be the family of all
relations over R, including the relation ER and the empty relation. And let

" =
!

R"A
"R. (A-1)

Let furthermore D denote the powerset of A. We introduce now three di!erent
operations into the system (", D):

1. Labeling: " $ D; r %$ d(r), where d(r) is the domain of the relation r. That
is, we have d(r) = R, if r " "R. This operation is called labeling. It serves to
retrieve the domain of a relation.

2. Projection: "&D $ "; defined by

(r, S) %$ (S(r) = {f [S] : f " r}. (A-2)

This is the usual projection operation of relational algebra. It is defined only
for S ( d(r).

3. Join: "& " $ "; defined by

(r, s) %$ r *+ s = {f " ER'S : f [R] " r, f [S] " s}, (A-3)

if r has domain d(r) = R and s domain d(s) = S. This is the natural join of
relational algebra.

The algebraic system (", D) satisfies the axioms of an information algebra.

Theorem 9 (", D) has the following characteristics:
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1. Commutative Semigroup: The join is associative and commutative and ER is
a neutral element, i.e. r *+ ER = r, if d(r) = R.

2. Labeling: For any two relations r and s, d(r *+ s) = d(r) ) d(s).

3. Marginalization: If S ( d(r), then d((S(r)) = S.

4. Transitivity: If S ( R ( d(r), then we have (S((R(r)) = (S(r).

5. Combination: If d(r) = R and d(s) = S, then (R(r *+ s) = r *+ (R&S(s).

6. Domain: For every relation r with R = d(r), (R(r) = r.

7. Neutrality: For R,S " D, ER *+ ES = ER'S.

8. Idempotency: If S ( d(r), then r *+ (S(r) = r.

9. Stability: For S ( R, (S(ER) = ES .

Proof. These properties are either well-known from relational algebra (Maier,
1983; Ullman, 1988) or simple consequences of the definition of the operations. The
latter is the case for commutativity of the join, the neutrality of ER (1), the labeling
property (2), the marginalization (3), idempotency (8) and stability (9). Associa-
tivity of join (1) and transitivity of projection (4) are well-known from relational
algebra. Combination (5) is related to the semijoin and the appropriate identity is
well-known too from relational algebra. *+

Example 18: Given the relations

r =

continent country
Asia China
Asia Japan

Europe Germany
Europe France

s =

country city
France Paris
France Lyon

Germany Berlin
Italy Rome

with domains d(r) = {continent, country} and d(s) = {country, city}. The do-
main of every attribute is a string. Joining r and s together we get

r *+ s =

continent country city
Europe Germany Berlin
Europe France Paris
Europe France Lyon

and the projection of the result to the domain {country} is
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({country}(r *+ s) =
country
Germany
France

.

To make the connection to valuation algebras we see that relations are valuations,
join is combination and projection is marginalization. Further we do not speak about
variables with frames, but about attributes with domains. 5

A.2 Probability Potentials

Probability potentials are another popular example of a valuation algebra.

Let s = {X1, . . . , Xn} be a set of variables with finite frames #X1 , . . . ,#Xn .
Probability potentials over s can then be defined as discrete functions p : #s $ R+,
which assigns a positive, real number to each configuration of s. Any such discrete
function can be represented as n-dimensional table of size |#s|.

As the name suggests, probability potentials are closely related to (discrete)
probability theory. If .

x#"s

p(x) = 1, (A-4)

the potential p is said to be normalized or scaled. In this case, the potential corre-
sponds to a discrete probability distribution. Note that the bold-letter typeface x
stands for configurations of the corresponding variable set.

To link probability potentials with valuation algebras, the basic operations of
combination and marginalization have to be introduced. Combination is defined as
multiplication: If p1 is a potential over s and p2 a potential over t, then for x " #s't,

p1 ' p2(x) = p1(x%s)p2(x%t). (A-5)

Marginalization consists of summing up all variables to be eliminated. If p is a
potential over s and t ( s, then each configuration in #s is decomposed according
to the subsets t and s7 t. Now, if x " #t,

p%t(x) =
.

y#"s$t

p(x,y). (A-6)

These are the definitions of combination and marginalization in the context of
probability potentials. The following theorem lists some important properties of
probability potentials and concludes that they form indeed a valuation algebra. Let
" be the set of all possible probability potentials over the domains in D.

Theorem 10 (", D) has the following characteristics:
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1. Commutative Semigroup: The combination is associative and commutative.
The neutral element for s is given by e(x) = 1 for all x " #s.

2. Labeling: For any two potentials p1 and p2, d(p1 ' p2) = d(p1) ) d(p2).

3. Marginalization: If x ( d(p), then d(p%x) = x.

4. Transitivity: If x ( y ( d(p), then we have (p%y)%x = p%x

5. Combination: If d(p1) = x, d(p2) = y and x ( z ( x ) y then (p1 ' p2)%z =
p1 ' p%z&y

2

6. Domain: For every potential p with x = d(p), p%x = p.

7. Neutrality: For x, y " D, ex ' ey = ex'y.

Proof. Most of these properties follow directly from the definition of combination
and marginalization for probability potentials. Nevertheless, detailled proofs can be
found in (Kohlas, 2003). Clearly, theorem 10 contains all necessary properties to
conclude that probability potentials are a valuation algebra. *+

In addition, probability potentials are regular. Let p be a potential on the
domains s and t ( s. Then, the definition of regularity can be written for the case
of probability potentials as:

p%t ' %' p(x) = p%t(x%t) · %(x%t) · p(x).

So, defining

%(x) =

/
1

p%t(x)
if p%t(x) > 0

arbitrary otherwise
(A-7)

leads naturally to a solution of the regularity equation, since p%t(x%t) = 0 implies
that p(x) = 0. Hence, probability potentials form a regular valuation algebra.

Let us now have a closer look on the influence of normalized potentials. As
already mentioned, the motivation of using normalized potentials is to have a one-
to-one relationship with a discrete probability distribution. However, it is easy to
see that the combination of normalized potentials doesn’t result in a normalized
potential anymore. Therefore, an alternative combination must be defined to guar-
antee a normalized result at any time. Let p1 be a normalized potentials over s, p2

a normalized potential over t and x " #s't. The normalized combination is defined
as:

p1 ' p2(x) =
1
K

p1(x%s)p2(x%t) (A-8)

with
K =

.

x#"s&t

p1(x%s)p2(x%t). (A-9)

If K = 0, p1 ' p2(x) = 0. It can be shown that with this definition, the result
of a combination is itself normalized if K 4= 0. Of course, the definition of neutral
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elements must itself be adapted in the case of normalized probability potentials.
The neutral element over s is now es(x) = 1/|#s| and it can be verified that the
axioms of a valuation algebra stay satisfied for normalized potentials.

The following example may help to have a more intuitive understanding of prob-
ability potentials and their basic operations of combination and marginalization. To
avoid rounding problems, the unnormalized definition of the combination will be
used.

Example 19: Let r = {X, Y, Z} be a set of binary variables, i.e. #X = #Y = #Z =
{0, 1}. Consider the following two potentials p1 : #{X,Y } $ R+ and p2 : #{Y,Z} $
R+ given by the two tables:

p1(x) =

X Y
0 0 0.1
0 1 0.3
1 0 0.4
1 1 0.2

p2(x) =

Y Z
0 0 0.3
0 1 0.2
1 0 0.1
1 1 0.4

Labeling: d(p1) = {X, Y } and d(p2) = {Y, Z}

Combination and Marginalization: The combination of p1 and p2, named p3, results
in the table below. This example illustrates that the combination of two normalized
potential does not lead to a normalized potential anymore. Additionally, the second
table shows the resulting potential after marginalizing p3 onto t = {X, Y }.

p3(x) = p1 ' p2(x) =

X Y Z
0 0 0 0.03
0 0 1 0.02
0 1 0 0.03
0 1 1 0.12
1 0 0 0.12
1 0 1 0.08
1 1 0 0.02
1 1 1 0.08

p%t3 (x) =

X Y
0 0 0.05
0 1 0.15
1 0 0.20
1 1 0.10

Although p3 is not normalized anymore, we can simply transform it back to a equiv-
alent but normalized version. This process is called scaling and its result is denoted
by p%3. To guarantee that the probabilities sum up to one, we will divide each prob-
ability entry by the total sum of the potential - 0.5 in the case of p3. The following
table shows the normalized version of p3 and the reader can easily verify that this
corresponds again to a discrete probability distribution.
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p%3 =

X Y Z
0 0 0 0.03/0.5 = 0.06
0 0 1 0.02/0.5 = 0.04
0 1 0 0.03/0.5 = 0.06
0 1 1 0.12/0.5 = 0.24
1 0 0 0.12/0.5 = 0.24
1 0 1 0.08/0.5 = 0.16
1 1 0 0.02/0.5 = 0.04
1 1 1 0.08/0.5 = 0.16

5
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